
 

Mill Powder Crusher Machine BSC-200/300/400/600 
 

 
 
Our BSC coarse crusher is suitable for the rough crushing of various chemical, pharmaceutical, 
food and other tough and hard materials, such as rubber, plastic, traditional Chinese medicine raw 
materials, salt block, etc. The machine has the advantages of simple structure, small and 
reasonable, convenient operation, low noise, low energy consumption, good crushing effect, 
uniform particles, etc. it is an ideal equipment for rough crushing. 
 
Working method: 
 
The machine has horizontal crushing structure and the whole machine is made of stainless steel. 
Any raw material, being fed into the grind chamber through the upper feeder, stroked by the 
revolving and fixed knives, cut and grind and then automatically runs to the exit by the centrifugal 
force of revolving object. The machine is designed according to "GMP" standard, with the 
characteristics of compact structure, easy washing, and low noise. So it is the most ideal new 
product in current crusher market. 
 
Main features: 
 
1. This machine have a beautiful appearance, matches colors coordinated, spray-paint coating 
with good stability. 
2. The structure of feeding hopper, crushing cavity and funnel is separate design, it is easy to 
install and disassemble. 
3. The knife is made of imported high quality tool steels, and it can be sharpen for multiple uses,so 
the knife have a long useful life. 
4. Strong structure, easy to operate, low electricity consumption. 
5. The motor with safeguard of over-load chain safeguard system of power. 
 



Why choose us: 
 
1. International high quality certification product chain 
2. Manufacturer, more reasonable price 
3. Solid technical support and after-sales service 
4. Uphold the principle of “Customer Supreme” 
5. Exports to more than 50 countries and regions, good customers feedback 
6. One-stop service, customized exclusive project feasibility report 
 
Technical data: 
 

Model BSC-200 BSC-300 BSC-400 BSC-600 

Capacity(kg/h) 80-300  100-800 200-1000 500-1500 

Size of input granules (mm) <100 <100 <100 <100 

Crushing Fineness(mm) 0.5-20 0.5-20 0.5-20 0.5-20 

Speed of principal axis(rpm) 960 960 960 960 

 

Motor power(KW) 
 

3 5.5 7.5 11 

Overall Size(L*W*H) (mm)(Type B) 900*600*1140 900*700*1440 900*800*1440 1000*900*1440 

Weight(Kg) 200 300 380 500 

 


